
No worry, including visvim, VOL.33 in
charge of the classic Japanese brand, are
now on sale - NOWRE - Cheap Shoes Release 2017

- a penny, a great deal. - time flies, in the twinkling of an eye, then again, every Wednesday without worry into the Dutch column, I do
not know the recommended shoes, we have bought it, if not bought, then continue to lock us. As a fan of China's trend, many people
believe that the first step in this pit has been influenced by Japanese brands. Today, Japanese brand products are also found
everywhere in our shopping cart, and even more and more. This week, we recommend five classic Japanese brands, including
visvim, CDG and other representative brands. What's more, the discount rate is very attractive! I believe in this, there must be you,
even chop hands to buy, buy, buy a single product. 

WTAPS Design Hooded 02 / Sweatshirt

price: $286, $1468?? RMB (cost 410 $
?) 
purchase address as a representative of Japanese frock and military style clothing, the WTAPS classics are no longer necessary for
me to repeat, as can be seen from Shawn Yue and Edison Chan's upper body numbers. When Xiao Bian found in this list can
discount Hoodie said very pleasantly surprised, because it is the most popular brand sign design, Taobao prices are generally in
1700 to 2000 between?. Now, only 1468 yuan can start, there are more white, gray, black three colors for you to choose from. Please
click the link for the upcoming autumn weather to prepare in advance. 

editor's note: "this price is cheaper than Taobao.". 

UNDERCOVER? UCQ4402-2 Shirt
? 

price: $230, $1180?? RMB (cost 575 $
?) 
purchase address 

said on the tide, we have to mention by Takahashi in charge of the UNDERCOVER brand, the brand was founded in the 26 years,
has launched numerous classic series. And in this year's "The" >

Nike Air Foce recently on 1 enthusiasm quite a let the classics re occupation of the market. Just after the end of the Nike + R.T. Air
Force 1 full line trilogy, today re launched the woman Air Force 1 "City Collection" series. The city of Milan, New York series including
London, Tokyo, Paris, and Shanghai, the overall use of high-quality leather solid build, with the same color crystal at the end of the
shoe body through the car line represents each city map, silhouetted against the 6 seat are the classic taste. To match the offer, Nike
added Benassi slippers series of echoes, style is rich. It is reported that two city will do note to start selling in October 23rd, all the
female friends may wish to prepare in advance. 
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